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Tome, a chamber opera in one act on a libretto by Maile Meloy, tells the story of Laura, a
lawyer whose client, Sawyer, is suing for a tort claim following a debilitating head injury
he received while working construction, leaving him with a chimerical grasp on reality
and a quickly eroding marriage.  When his claim is denied, Sawyer is thrown into a
fugue-state, taking a hostage at gunpoint and forcing Laura to choose between helping
him escape, and betraying him to the police. The conflict between Laura’s compassion
for Sawyer and her ethical obligations form the main source of drama in the story.
Tome occupies the middle-ground between musical theater and opera, presenting a
dramatic scene that, unlike opera, integrates spoken text and singing, yet eschews the
dialogue/music polarization of musical theater.  Additionally, the singers play specific
characters within the story, but also stand outside of it, adding “back-up” vocals to
underline important dramatic points.  The result is an intimate and theatrical kind of
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Part I: The Story
The libretto for Tome was written by Maile Meloy.  It is adapted from her short story by
the same name, first printed in her collection of short stories, Half in Love.1
Synopsis:
Scene I: Laura’s office in Helena
Sawyer, Laura’s client, has been out of work since suffering a head injury in an accident
involving the collapse of several unbraced trusses at the construction sight where he was
working.  Obsessed with suing his contractor, Sawyer has been coming to Laura’s office
on a daily basis.  The scene begins with Laura explaining to Sawyer, yet again, that
because he received worker’s compensation after the accident, he has no tort claim
against the contractor.  Concerned by the deterioration of Sawyer’s mental state brought
on by the head injury and compounded by his failing marriage and the loss of his
livelihood, Laura urges him to rebuild his life, make new friends, find new activities to
take his mind off of his tort claim obsession.  Unwilling to accept Laura’s advice, Sawyer
demands a second opinion.  Laura agrees to drive him to Billings to consult another
lawyer.
                                                 
1 Meloy, Maile, Half in Love (New York: Scribner, 2002).
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Scene II: The office of a lawyer in Billings
The scene begins with Sawyer in the middle of a frenetic explanation of his case to the
Billings Lawyer. After listening impassively to Sawyer, the Billings Lawyer reiterates
what Laura has repeatedly said: “You have no tort claim.” To which Sawyer merely
replies, “Okay.”  In an aside to the audience, Laura ponders how restful it would be to be
a man. Then she “could explain the law, and people would listen. And say, ‘Okay.’”
Scene III: A Park Bench in Billings
Before driving back to Helena, Laura and Sawyer eat lunch at a nearby park.  Sawyer’s
mood quickly moves from despondence to rage. He threatens to get a gun and kill
everyone responsible for his predicament.  Alarmed by Sawyer’s outburst, Laura
threatens to leave him in Billings.  When Sawyer becomes even more agitated, she tells
him that she will quit if he says one more word.  Chastened, Sawyer merely weeps
silently.
Scene IV: The State Fund Building (two weeks later, the middle of the night)
Laura has received a call that Sawyer has taken a hostage at the State Fund Building and
is demanding that she read his file.  In the staging area outside the building, an officer
explains to Laura that the hostage is a Samoan security guard who played football for the
local college.
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Once inside, Laura finds Sawyer and the guard, who have been casually “talking
football.” Sawyer explains that the guard’s name is Amituana, and that he is a member of
the Samoan royal family, fourteenth in line for the throne.
Having found Sawyer’s file, Laura reads every letter to him, many of which she wrote
herself “too quickly.” After listening intently to the stultifying litany of correspondences,
Sawyer realizes that he has no case, and agrees to let Amituana go.  When he’s gone,
Laura urges Sawyer to give himself up.  He refuses, convincing her instead to give him a
chance to escape by going to the back door where the police are and pretending to have a
gun on her while he slips out the front.  As Laura stands in the doorway, however, she
realizes that she cannot go through with it. She ultimately betrays Sawyer to the police,
who capture him as he flees out the front.
Scene V: A Prison in Deer Lodge (several moths later)
In a letter to Laura from prison, Sawyer, whose head has begun to clear during his time
spent behind bars, forgives Laura for betraying him.  He explains to her how much it
would mean to him if she came to visit, and especially if she would write to him.
Having left Sawyer’s letter in her inbox for weeks, Laura finally decides to travel to the
prison to visit him.   They meet in the visitor’s area, sharing an awkward moment and
some small talk before Sawyer says to her, “You never wrote me.”  Laura apologizes,
explaining that she didn’t know what to say, that everything she could have said seemed
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so inadequate.  Sawyer tells her that it isn’t what she says that counts, but merely the act
of writing that is meaningful.
As Laura leaves the prison, she notices the sunset: how “the clouds stretched out, and the
orange flared up, and the pink reached out to meet the blue.”  As she watches the sky, she
suddenly decides to write down a description of it in the form of a letter, an “account for





Voice Type: Soprano (see below for a further description of Laura’s vocal requirements)
Home Key: A minor
Libretto Description: “…about thirty, attractive, unmarried. Straight-talking without
being tough.”
Laura’s compassion is perhaps her most fundamental characteristic.  It is this compassion
that defines her relationship with Sawyer.  Yet her inability to help Sawyer in any
meaningful way, combined with her empathy for the unfairness of his situation, provides
the source of all of Laura’s psychological dissonance and emotional weariness.
Though Laura’s voice type is classed as ‘soprano,’ she is asked in several places
throughout the score to mix classical vocal production with a more ‘pop-belt’ type of
production.  This vocal technique usually coincides with moments of particular
frustration or anger.  Example 2.1 is taken from Scene III, as Sawyer’s agitation nears
hysteria and Laura begs him to stop, finally threatening to quit if he doesn’t.  Notice that,
because Laura is asked to belt at this point in the music, the melodic material is generally
kept within the first octave of her range, as opposed to the higher tessitura found in much
of her other music.
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Voice Type: Baritone (see below for a more detailed description)
Home Key: B minor
Libretto Description: “…a carpenter in his mid-fifties…Muscular but rumpled and
deteriorating. “
Before his accident, Sawyer was happy.  He loved his work, had a successful marriage
and plenty of friends.  The accident not only took all of this from him, devastating him
emotionally and psychologically, but also left him with a head injury that has
compromised his cognitive abilities and left him with an inability to focus.  The restless
nature of Sawyer’s mental state is often expressed by the rhythmic idea found in example
2.2, which, though shown here in Sawyer’s home key of B minor, can be used as an
accompanimental figure to define the harmonic structure in any number of different
situations.
Example 2.2 (Sawyer’s “Restlessness”)
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Though some of the choices Sawyer makes in the course of the opera are questionable, he
is not a villain.  He did not deserve the accident, yet the head-injury that resulted led to
the choices he made subsequently, choices for which he therefore cannot be held morally
culpable.  The work of fate, not choice, is the ultimate source of tragedy in Tome.
Vocally, Sawyer’s part was conceived with a more ‘pop’ type of production in mind, just
as Laura’s was.  Consequently, though he is classed as a ‘baritone,’ his actual tessitura is
higher than the traditional baritone range, reflecting the somewhat extended range
afforded the male voice using a ‘pop-belt’ production.  He is not a tenor.
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Part III: Dramaturgy
At its heart, Tome is intended to have a much more intimate, direct and economical
approach to storytelling than traditional opera or musical theater.  To begin with, the
piece was designed with a modest production concept in mind.  There are little or no set
or lighting requirements.  Instead, the stage need only be defined into three distinct areas,
each of which switches functions from scene to scene. For instance the stage left area,
containing a table and a few chairs, serves as Laura’s office in the first scene, the office
of the Billings Lawyer in the second, and the visitor’s area of the prison in the last. The
cast requirements, too, are spare.  The piece calls for only four actors (two of whom play
multiple characters), plus a pianist who also sings at crucial moments.  In theory, the
entire work could be performed in nearly any space big enough to contain the three areas
plus an onstage piano.
Tome utilizes a number of other theatrical conventions, all of which serve to enhance its
intimate style of storytelling, a style that is distinctly different from the more
representational style of traditional opera or musical theater.  One such convention is the
orchestral and textural use of singers who are not currently playing a specific character in
the story line.  Ex. 3.1 is taken from the Laura and Sawyer’s duet at the end of the first
scene. As Sawyer’s agitation builds, the actors who don’t play characters involved in the
scene begin to harmonize Sawyer’s lines.  Used in this manner, the voices represent
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neither the traditional chorus (i.e. townspeople or onlookers), nor the omniscience of a
Greek chorus commenting on the dramatic action. Rather, they serve to enhance the
musical and emotional impact of important lines spoken by onstage characters, giving
them dimension and emphasis by adding harmonies to help the lines emerge from the
musical texture. It is incumbent upon the director to establish (through stylized lighting,
the use of a scrim, staging conventions, etc.) a clear distinction between the times when
singers are used in this manner, and when they are called upon to play specific characters
within the scene.   In the score, voices used in this way are designated as ‘Voice 1’,
‘Voice 2’ or ‘Voice 3’, rather than by character names, to help underscore the fact that
they are not characters involved in the scene, but rather musical enhancements to it.




The second convention utilized throughout Tome involves its integration of spoken and
sung text.  Eschewing both the recitative/aria convention of traditional opera, as well as
the dialogue-leading-to-song convention of most musical theater, Tome aims instead to
move seamlessly and continuously between speaking and singing, with spoken dialogue
“morphing” into singing as the text gains emotional weight, even within a single
sentence. In example 3.2, taken from Scene II, the spoken dialogue between Laura and
Sawyer erupts mid-sentence into singing as Sawyer’s despondence over the bleakness of
his case turns suddenly to rage.
Example 3.2 (mm. 148-151)
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Example 3.2 (cont’d)
One final convention that serves to emphasize the non-representational, non-linear
storytelling of the narrative is Laura’s numerous “asides” to the audience.  On several
occasions, Laura breaks the conventional “fourth wall” in order to address the audience
directly, interrupting the “real-time” narrative of the story.  Example 3.3, from Scene IV,
provides an example of the non-linear quality of Laura’s various asides.  As she begins
reading the numerous letters in Sawyer’s file, Laura turns to address the audience,
describing to them the stultifying, four-hour ordeal.  Yet as she does so, Sawyer and
Amituana remain within the chronological progression of the story, all the while listening
raptly to Laura’s reading of the letters.
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Example 3.3 (mm. 243-253)
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Part IV: Musical Materials
Musically, Tome is constructed from a series of leitmotifs that serve to unify the dramatic
and musical structure of the work.  First and foremost among these is the “Trusses
Falling” theme (example 4.1), representing the morally indifferent, and therefore tragic,
nature of Sawyer’s accident.
Example 4.1: “Trusses Falling”
By adding a bass line to “Trusses Falling”, the theme becomes a passacaglia that is used
throughout Tome to represent the havoc that Sawyer’s accident has wrought on his life.
The “Trusses Falling” passacaglia appears first in the prelude to the opera (example 4.2).
Example 4.2 (mm. 1-9)
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The harmonies implied by the bass line in the “Trusses Falling” passacaglia provide the
basis for the “Tort Claim” chorale, which is used each time Sawyer is told that he has no
tort claim (example 4.3).
Example 4.3 (“Tort Claim” chorale)
Example 4.4 shows a reduction of the “Tort Claim” chorale, along with chord symbols
reflecting the sonorities used. The functional ambiguity of the harmonies contained in the
chorale, as well as in the “Trusses Falling” passacaglia, lend the music a certain non-
resolving or circular quality, allowing it to be sequenced again and again, each time on a
new tonal center.  This lack of any functional resolution reflects the increasingly
irrational feedback-loop of Sawyer’s mental state.
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Example 4.4 (“Tort Claim” chorale reduction)
Just as Sawyer’s accident gives rise to the dramatic events of the story, so too does the
“Trusses Falling” theme give rise to most of the other important leitmotifs.  Embedded
within “Trusses Falling” are numerous (0, 1, 5) and (0, 1, 6) sets (example 4.5), and it is
on these two sets, (0, 1, 5) in particular, that several other themes are based.
Example 4.5
Among the leitmotifs based on the sets contained within “Trusses Falling” is “Laura’s
Rest”, shown in example 4.6.  This theme appears again and again in various forms
throughout the work to represent Laura’s hopes of a release from the weariness that is a
result of the tension between her compassion for Sawyer and her impotence to help him
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in any significant way.  The definitive version of “Laura’s Rest” is found at the end of
Scene II (mm. 138-142), where it is heard over a Lydian D major harmony, then
sequenced up a diminished 4th to sound over a G flat major sonority.
Example 4.6 (“Laura’s Rest”)
A second theme utilizing the (0, 1, 5) set from “Trusses Falling” is “Amituana” (example
4.7).  This motive not only symbolizes the character of Amituana, but also the curative
effect of his clarity and dignity on both Laura’s weariness and Sawyer’s confusion.
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Example 4.7 (“Amituana”)
Perhaps the most important of the leitmotifs based on the sets from “Trusses Falling” is
Sawyer’s “Confusion” theme (example 4.8), used throughout the piece to demonstrate
Sawyer’s mental deterioration.  The theme embeds three different (0,1, 5) sets, as well as
numerous (0, 1, 4) sets, eventually becoming a 12-tone aggregate that mirrors Sawyer’s
tenuous hold on reality.
Example 4.8 (“Confusion”)
Throughout Tome, both Sawyer and Laura find themselves asking, or having to answer,
tough questions about the nature and source of their unhappiness.  The painfully honest
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assessment of these questions is represented each time by the “Truth” theme.  Example
4.9 is taken from Scene I, as Laura asks Sawyer to consider whether or not a good deal of
his restlessness and discontent is due not just to his head injury, but also by his
unwillingness to focus on rebuilding his life.
Example 4.9 (“Truth”)
The accompanimental pattern for the “Truth” theme provides the basis for one last
leitmotif.  By switching modes from minor to major, then supplying the accompaniment
with regal triplet figures, the “Truth” becomes the “Royalty” theme (example 4.11).
“Royalty is first heard in Scene IV (mm. 217-222) as Amituana explains that, “If fourteen





Part V: Thematic Development and Tonal Relationships
Tome’s brief prelude contains three iterations of the “Trusses Falling” theme, the first
beginning in A minor, with each subsequent one sequenced up a minor third and an
additional voice added to the texture.  As the third iteration ends, the lights rise and we
join Laura and Sawyer onstage as the fourth iteration begins, this time with Laura, joined
by three other textural voices, telling Sawyer he has no tort claim.  As the F#-based “Tort
Claim” chorale ends, the music arrives back in A minor, Laura’s home key, as she
wearily listens to Sawyer argue his case.
The A-minor tonal center slowly deteriorates as Laura urges Sawyer to begin re-building
his life.  The tonality becomes more and more ambiguous, leading to the first appearance
of Sawyer’s “Confusion” theme in m. 45, which is used to set Sawyer’s line “The words
are all scrambled. I can’t focus and I can’t sit still.” To which Laura replies (over the first
hearing of the “Truth” theme) “Is that brain damage, or boredom?” The music moves to
Sawyer’s home key of B minor, as Laura and Sawyer’s first duet begins (mm. 61-82).  As
the duet ends and Sawyer demands a second opinion from another lawyer, Laura agrees
to drive him to Billings to meet with a colleague of hers.  A brief transition uses Sawyer’s
“Confusion” theme to lead directly to Scene II.
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As Scene II begins, each of Sawyer’s frenetic explanations of his case to the Billings
Lawyer is followed by a rapid, cascading version of the “Trusses Falling” theme. In all,
there are four statements of the “Trusses Falling” interjection, the first of which is shown
in example 5.1.
Example 5.1
The whole-tone motion of the four “Trusses Falling” interjections leads directly to the
second appearance of the “Tort Claim” chorale as the Billings Lawyer reiterates Laura’s
conclusion that Sawyer’s case is hopeless.  As in Scene I, the chorale leads directly to
Laura’s home key of A minor, beginning her first aside to the audience.
Laura’s aside ends with the first definitive statement of her “Rest” theme in D major,
which is repeated in the accompaniment, sequenced up a diminished fourth and leading
directly into the “Trusses Falling” passacaglia, which accompanies all of Scene III.  As
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Sawyer’s despondence turns to rage, the passacaglia becomes less and less placid,
eventually using Sawyer’s “restlessness” texture to define the harmonies of the
passacaglia, which evolves into Laura and Sawyer’s second duet, with the textural voices
added in as it reaches its climax around m. 169.  At the end of the duet, Sawyer weeps in
silence after Laura threatens to quit.
Scene IV opens with Laura talking to a cop outside of the State Fund building, while
Sawyer is inside holding Amituana hostage.  The Cop’s questions to Laura are sung over
a new harmonization of Sawyer’s “Confusion” theme, shown in example 5.2.
As Laura enters the building she is accompanied by music based loosely on the “Truth”
theme, in the same key of Eb minor, and using similar parallel fourth and fifth motion,
but now heard in the lowest register on the piano and peppered with fast gestures derived
from inversion of Laura’s “Rest” theme.  The resulting murkiness is unexpectedly
shattered as Sawyer introduces Amituana, and the music moves to his home key of B
major, then quickly to the royal key of Eb major as we learn that Amituana is a member
of the Samoan royal family.
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Example 5.2 (mm. 185-190, accompaniment only)
The mood becomes even lighter as the regal triplets taken from Amituana’s “Royalty”
theme form the basis of a scherzando (example 5.3) that accompanies Sawyer and
Amituana’s easier banter about football.
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Example 5.3 (mm 224-228, accompaniment)
The mood quickly sobers, however, as Sawyer asks Laura to read the letters in his file.
The music moves to Laura’s home key of A minor as she begins her second aside, the
melodic material of which is loosely based on that of her first aside.  As Laura returns to
the scene, Sawyer asks her what his options are now.  Over yet another reharmonization
of Sawyer’s “Confusion” theme, shown in example 5.4, she tells him, “You could go to
physical therapy, be nice to your wife.”
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Example 5.4 (mm. 271-280)
Sawyer’s quiet reply is shown in example 5.5.  The music is, of course, the “Truth”
theme.  This time, however, rather than rocking back and forth on the same Eb minor
sonority, the accompaniment moves through a series of descending harmonies, indicating
that Sawyer is, for the first time, genuinely facing the truth, which Laura has told him all
along, that he has no case.  It’s time to move on.
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Example 5.5 (mm. 280-286)
As Sawyer begins to see the futility of his situation, he decides to let Amituana go, at
which point the music, with a heraldic version of the “Amituana” motive, shifts abruptly
back to Amituana’s home key of B major.  Just as it did earlier in the scene, the music
moves to the “Royalty” key of Eb major as Sawyer says, “He’s got a country to rule.
Fourteen people could die easy.”  And again as before, the “Royalty” theme gives way to
the “football banter” scherzando, as Sawyer jokingly instructs Amituana to tell the police
that if they try anything, he’ll kill Laura: “She’s my lawyer. I’ve got reason to kill her.”
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Once Amituana is gone, Sawyer’s B-minor-based “Restlessness” theme accompanies his
plan to have Laura help him escape.  The same theme accompanies the escape attempt,
now outlining the harmonies of the “Trusses Falling” passacaglia, just as it did in Laura
and Sawyer’s duet from Scene III, but now using all available voices, singing on “Ah,” to
enhance the texture. There is a brief interjection of Laura’s “Weariness” theme, as Laura
begins to lose her resolve to help Sawyer escape.  Then the music begins again to follow
the formal structure of the Scene III duet, climaxing as Laura betrays Sawyer to the cops.
Scene V opens with Sawyer singing a letter he has written to Laura from prison.  The
accompaniment outlines the harmonies from the “Truth” theme accompaniment, but now
in a major mode, bringing it one step closer to the “Royalty” theme, demonstrating the
clarity and dignity that Sawyer has begun to achieve during his time in prison.  The music
even moves to the “football banter” music that followed the “Royalty” theme in the
previous scene, as Sawyer explains to Laura how great it is to get a letter in prison.  At
the end of his letter, the music slowly shifts to A minor in order to set up Laura’s third
aside to the audience, the melodic material of which is once again loosely based on that
of all her other asides.  The second half of the aside, however, contains new music that
underscores Laura’s decision to visit Sawyer in prison. Shown in example 5.6, this new
“traveling” music represents not only Laura’s long trip from Helena to the prison in Deer
Lodge, but also the new internal developments, developments that hold the promise of




Laura and Sawyer’s visit in the prison begins with small talk, spoken and sung over
Laura’s harmonization of Sawyer’s “Confusion” theme from the previous scene (see ex.
5.5).  After the small talk, Sawyer states simply and sadly, “You never wrote me.”  This
statement begins Sawyer and Laura’s final duet, the accompaniment of which is based on
a much more gentle version of Sawyer’s “restlessness,” shown in example 5.7.
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Example 5.7 (mm. 477-483, accompaniment)
As the duet ends, Sawyer urges Laura one last time to write him, assuring her that “It
doesn’t have to be a Tome.”  These words are set over a final, expanded iteration of the
“Truth” theme, complete with the moving harmonies utilized in the version from Scene
IV (see example 5.5).
Laura says goodbye to Sawyer, and, as she begins the long drive home, begins her final
aside, contemplating what to do with the remainder of her day. The final aside is set over
the same traveling music from earlier in the scene.  This time, however, as she loses
focus on her plan and begins to notice the sky instead, the music moves into a re-working
of the material from the end of Laura’s other asides, complete with the sequenced “Rest”
motive, now used to set the words, “It was a tolerable plan, but I couldn’t focus on it.
What I did was watch the sky.”
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Laura’s final aria begins with new music in C major, the relative major of her home key
of A minor.  As she describes the sky, the remaining available voices join her, ultimately
leading to a contrapuntal section, a portion of which is shown in example 5.8, featuring
cascading fragments of both the “Amituana” and “Rest” themes.
Example 5.8 (mm.  587-89)
The section climaxes in mm. 593-96 with a massive cadence in Amituana’s home key of
B Major, here representing not so much Amituana himself, but the clarity and release





An Opera in One Act
Cast:
LAURA, soprano: (30, a lawyer)
SAWYER, baritone: (50’s, a carpenter)
AMITUANA, bass: (20’s, a security guard)
COP/BILLINGS LAWYER/WARDEN, tenor: (male, 40’s or 50’s)
The action takes place in Montana, in the recent past.  The stage has three distinct areas.
On the right, stage left, is a rectangular table with three chairs; it functions first as a
desk.  Center stage, facing the audience, is a park bench.  Upstage on the left is a riser
with the suggestion of a small room.
The first scene is in an office; the desk stage left belongs to Laura.  She is about thirty,
attractive, unmarried.  Straight-talking without being tough.  Sawyer sits across from her
in one of the visitor’s chairs.  He is old enough to be her father, muscular but rumpled
and deteriorating.
LAURA: I don’t know how to say it differently.  You have no tort claim.
SAWYER: But there was negligence.  My head is a mess.  Why can’t we sue?
LAURA: Because you got workers’ comp.
SAWYER: You’re a lawyer, suing’s what you do!
LAURA: When there’s a case.
SAWYER: I have a case.
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LAURA: I wish you did. You worked construction for thirty years. It was active, outdoor
work.  I think it’s losing that, as much as the injury, that’s affecting your head.  If there
were something you could do.
SAWYER: That’s what I’m saying!
LAURA: I mean an activity, on your own.  You could read a book.
SAWYER: The words are all scrambled.  I can’t focus, and I can’t sit still.
LAURA: Is that brain damage or boredom?
SAWYER: Both!
LAURA: You can’t call me so much.  You can’t come here every day.
SAWYER: My wife wants me out of the house.  It’s a good walk.
LAURA: SAWYER:
Don’t you have friends?
They’re building houses
You could make new friends.
They’re building houses
Make new friends
You got dealt a bad hand
My wife wants me out and my friends are
building houses,
You can’t come here so much. building houses
You got dealt a bad hand
Friends are, my wife wants, building
houses
Make new… My wife wants me…
SAWYER: I want a second opinion.
Laura sighs.
LAURA: There’s a lawyer in Billings.  It’s a long shot, but he’ll meet with you.  But it’s
a four-hour drive.
SAWYER: They won’t let me drive.
LAURA: Your wife could drive.
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SAWYER: She’s sick of me, I’m sick of her.  She thinks I have no case.
LAURA: If this other lawyer tells you there’s no case, will you accept it?
SAWYER: Absolutely.
LAURA: Then I’ll drive.
Laura moves to the other side of the table.  The Billings lawyer enters, takes a seat at
what’s now his desk.  He wears a suit.  Laura and Sawyer sit together as visitors; Sawyer
is in mid-explanation.
SAWYER: The contractor was clearly negligent, having failed to brace the trusses for the
roof.
BILLINGS LAWYER: Clearly.
SAWYER: He wanted the bonus for finishing on time.  Juries will love that.  They hate
greed.
BILLINGS LAWYER: Sometimes.
SAWYER: So the trusses fell, and I fell with them.
BILLINGS LAWYER: Yes.
SAWYER: And the doctors expect little improvement.
BILLINGS LAWYER: I’m very sorry.
SAWYER:  So?
BILLINGS LAWYER: You have no tort claim.
SAWYER (stunned): You’re sure?
BILLINGS LAWYER: I’m sure.
SAWYER (after a pause): Okay.
Laura and Sawyer rise, shake hands with the lawyer, and make their way to the bench at
the front of the stage.  The lawyer exits.
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LAURA (addressing the audience): So that’s what it’s like to be a man.  If I were a man I
could explain the law and people would listen and say, “Okay.”  It would be so restful.
SAWYER: I have no tort claim.
LAURA: I’m sorry, Sawyer.
SAWYER: I can’t believe it.
LAURA: Do you want a sandwich before we drive home?
SAWYER: I feel sick.
They sit on the park bench, center stage, and she hands him a sandwich from her bag.  It
sits in his lap.
LAURA: I got my hopes up, as much as you did.  I wish there were something to do.
SAWYER: The thing to do is get a machine gun and kill everyone.
LAURA: You can’t talk like that.
SAWYER: It’s true.
LAURA: I’ll leave you here.
SAWYER: We’re in Billings.
LAURA: It’s a good walk.
SAWYER: It’s over two hundred miles!
LAURA: Then don’t talk like that.
They sit in silence.  Laura takes out her own sandwich.  Then Sawyer begins:
SAWYER: We should have braced the trusses.  I should have braced the trusses.
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LAURA: SAWYER
Why didn’t we brace the trusses?
Please stop.
Stop!
We saved a day on the job, maybe two,
And I lost everything.
Please stop!
The only question is who to kill first.
One more word
LAURA: …and I quit.
Sawyer is silent.  Laura starts unwrapping her sandwich.  Sawyer begins to weep, and
she stops and watches him.
Transition.  Sawyer leaves the stage.  Laura addresses the audience.
LAURA: A week later my phone rang in the middle of the night. This one meant that
Sawyer had taken a hostage at the state fund building, and wanted me to look at his
worker’s comp file.
A cop enters, and the desk area stage left becomes the police staging area.  Laura goes to
him.  He fits her with a bulletproof vest and she puts her jacket over it.
COP: The hostage is the security guard.  Big Samoan kid, he played football with my
son.  Great fullback.
LAURA: Good Lord! How did Sawyer take him down?
COP: Your client has a gun.  He’s a dangerous man.
LAURA: Please don’t hurt him.
COP: Was he upset, when you saw him last?
LAURA: It was a bad day.  Let me talk to him.
He gives her a ring of keys.  She goes into the dimly lit space of the building.  Sawyer and
Amituana are revealed sitting upstage, in a cubicle.  Amituana sits cross-legged on the
floor, his hands tied with orange baling twine.  Sawyer sits, if possible, in one of those
kneeling chairs that support the lower back.  He has a hunting rifle.  Laura can’t see
them yet.
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LAURA:  Sawyer?  It’s me.  I’m here to find your file.
Sawyer says nothing.
LAURA: Should I come to you or go get the file?
SAWYER: Go get the file.
LAURA: Is the guard okay?
SAWYER: His name is Amituana.  Did you know he’s Samoan royalty?
She unlocks a file cabinet.
LAURA: I didn’t.  Does that make him a prince?
Amituana answers.  His voice is much lower than Sawyer’s
AMITUANA: If fourteen people die, I will be king.
LAURA: How likely is that?
AMITUANA: Not very.
LAURA: I have the file.  What should I do?
SAWYER: We’re in the third cubicle from the door.
Laura finds them.
SAWYER: We’ve been talking football.
AMITUANA: He played both offense and defense in college.
SAWYER: It was a junior college.  He played center at a real college. Look at him. Can’t
you tell?
AMITUANA: I wasn’t that good. I was just big.
SAWYER: He was born to be an offensive tackle. Or a king. Right?
LAURA: (unsure) Sure.
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SAWYER: Sorry to get you out of bed.  Sit down.
Laura sits.
SAWYER: Read me the file.
LAURA: The whole file?
SAWYER:  Not the stuff I said, just the stuff they said about me.  I want to hear all the
letters.
LAURA: That’ll take all night.
SAWYER: So start.
LAURA: Dear Mr. Leonard,
Per our conversation of August eighth, I have reviewed the case referenced above…
She addresses the audience.  Sawyer and Amituana are still listening to her reading.
I read all the letters.  Some were written, too quickly, by me.  What wasn’t embarrassing
was sad, and what wasn’t sad was stultifying, and through all of it Sawyer sat riveted.
She looks up to see if she can stop.  He gestures her on.
I read through the neurologist’s report, and through the settlement.  I read the figure
Sawyer was to receive for the loss of his work.
AMITUANA: You got screwed.
SAWYER (earnestly): Thank you.  What can I do now?  Tell me, what can I do?
LAURA: Give yourself up.
SAWYER: No, I’m serious.  About the claim.
Laura looks at the heavy stack.
LAURA: You can go to physical therapy.  Be nice to your wife.




SAWYER: I’m letting Amituana go.
He helps Amituana, whose hands are still tied, to his feet.
He’s got a country to rule.  Fourteen people could die, easy.
He brushes Amituana off.
If you get to be king of Samoa, and I show up there, you’ll have a job for me, right?
You’ll remember I got screwed and I let you go?
AMITUANA: Sure.
SAWYER: Okay.  You take the stairs and go outside, and tell them if they try anything,
I’ll kill the woman.  She’s my lawyer; I’ve got reason to kill her.  Tell them that.
AMITUANA: Okay.
Sawyer claps him on the back and lets him go.  Amituana makes his way down from the
riser and offstage.   
SAWYER: That’s a good kid.  He’ll make a good and fair king.
LAURA: If you turn yourself in, we can get you a good defense lawyer.  Call it mental
distress.
SAWYER: Nope.  I’ll slip out the front, where they don’t expect me.  You go out the
back, and keep them busy.  Stand in the door and pretend I’ve got the gun on you.  Say I
want a car, and three thousand dollars.  Okay?  They’ll never know I wasn’t there with
the gun.  Just give me a chance to get out the front and get away.
LAURA: Aren’t there cops out front?
SAWYER: I’ve been watching.  They’ve all stayed out back, where I told them I’d come
out.  So will you do it?
LAURA: Okay.
They go to the door, then Sawyer takes the keys and dodges away, head low, offstage.
When he’s gone, Laura steps outside.  First she stands as if there’s a gun being held on
her inside the door, and then she steps out farther, holding up her hands.
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LAURA (too quietly to be heard, then louder): He’s in front.  He’s in front.
The police officer approaches, gun drawn, wraps her in a blanket and leads her away.
There might be voices as if from the capture on the other side of the building.  Laura
looks in that direction.
Transition: Laura, without the blanket, crosses downstage.  Sawyer appears in a prison
cell, in a prison uniform, in the space that was the cubicle.     
LAURA: Sawyer wrote me a letter from prison.
SAWYER (writing): It would sure be great if you came by.  Tuesdays from two to four I
can have visitors and it would be something to see you.  Or if you wrote a letter.  You
wouldn’t believe how great it is to get a letter from the real world.
(Pause)
Don’t feel too bad about what happened.  Of course they were out front.  You did what
you could do.
LAURA: I left the letter in my inbox for weeks.  I didn’t write back.  Everything I could
have said seemed so inadequate. The letter in the inbox kept floating to the top.
Finally one cold blue Tuesday when the roads were dry, I left everything in the mess it
was in and drove out to the prison.
The warden brings Sawyer down to the table stage left.  Laura meets him there, and she
and Sawyer stand and look at each other for an awkward moment.
LAURA: You look thin.
SAWYER: It’s not a health farm.
They sit at the table, as in the first scene. The warden steps back to leave them alone.
SAWYER: You know my wife’s gone.  When I stopped working and went crazy, she got
a pen pal.  A guy in prison. He got out and she went to live with him on a farm with forty
cats.  She says she’s never been so happy.  Can you believe that?
LAURA: Do you want her back?
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SAWYER: Yeah!  No.  I don’t know.  A guy in prison.  I can’t believe she found a guy in
prison.  I’m a guy in prison.  What’s wrong with me?
(Pause.)
SAWYER: You never wrote to me.
LAURA: SAWYER:
I meant to.  I kept meaning to.
I know.
I’ll write.
I will. I’ll write.
I meant to.  I mean to.
I didn’t know…
I didn’t know what to say.
It wouldn’t be so hard.
You know?
Man, you wouldn’t believe how
good mail feels.
I think I told you that.
SAWYER: That’s the thing, is you don’t have to say anything special.  I told you it’s
okay, about what happened.  They would have got me anyway.  But I mean this, you
could talk about anything, talk about the weather, about your day.  Just so you put it in an
envelope and put it in the mail.
LAURA: Okay.
SAWYER: It doesn’t have to be a tome.
The warden comes to take Sawyer back to his cell.  They say goodbye, and Laura moves
downstage and addresses the audience.
LAURA: The evening stretched before me: long blue-gray clouds on the horizon, the
work I’d abandoned, my empty house.  I could go back to the office, maybe catch my
secretary locking up, and stay to work until I was hungry again, and tired, and could get a
bite to eat and a bath and go to bed.
It was a tolerable plan.  But I couldn’t focus on it.  What I did was watch the sky.  As it
changed, as the clouds stretched out and the orange flared up and pink reached out to
meet the blue, I started thinking of it as a description, a letter.  Not a tome, but a start, an












adapted for the composer
from her short story of the same name
from
Half in Love
(available through Scribner Publishing)
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Tome
An Opera in One Act






Laura, a lawyer: Soprano (see below for a detailed discussion of vocal requirements).
About thirty, attractive, unmarried.  Straight-talking without being tough.
Sawyer, a carpenter: Baritone (see below for a detailed discussion of vocal
requirements). Old enough to be Laura’s father.  Muscular, but rumpled and
deteriorating.
Amituana, a security guard: Bass. Of Samoan descent. Physically imposing.
Cop/Billings Lawyer/Warden (male, 40’s or 50’s): Tenor
Pianist: Tenor/Alto (see below for a detailed discussion of vocal requirements)
The action takes place in Montana, in the recent past.  The stage has three distinct areas.
On the right, stage left, is a rectangular table with three chairs; it functions first as a desk.
Center stage, facing the audience, is a park bench.  Upstage on the left is a riser with the
suggestion of a small room.
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Performance Notes
1. In various places throughout the score, singers not currently involved in the onstage
action are asked to add their voices to the musical texture, often functioning as “back-
up singers” who add weight and dimension to important lines sung by onstage
characters. They should be regarded in these instances neither as characters integral to
the dramatic action, nor as an omniscient “Greek Chorus,” but rather as orchestral
elements enhancing the musical texture.  It is incumbent upon the director to establish
(through stylized lighting, the use of a scrim, staging conventions, etc.) a clear
distinction between the times when singers are used in this manner, and when they
are called upon to play specific characters within the scene.
2. In the score, the use of singers as musical enhancements is distinguished from their
use as integral characters by a designation of ‘Voice 1,’ ‘Voice 2,’ etc., rather than by
character name.
3. At its heart, Tome is intended to have a much more intimate, direct and economical
approach to storytelling than traditional opera or musical theater.  To that end, the
piece was designed with a modest production concept in mind.  There should be little
or no set or lighting requirements.  Instead, the stage need only be defined into three
distinct areas, each of which switches functions from scene to scene. In theory, the
entire work could be performed in nearly any space big enough to contain the three
areas plus an onstage piano.
4. Several times throughout the production, Laura leaves the scene in order to address
the audience directly in an ‘aside.’  It should be made clear through the staging of
these moments that the conventional “fourth wall” has been dissolved, allowing us to
listen to Laura’s internal thoughts.  Though how this is done will ultimately be up to
the stage director, these moments should involve Laura physically leaving the scene.
Vocal Requirements
1. Though Laura’s voice type is indicated as ‘soprano,’ she is asked in several places
throughout the score to mix classical vocal production with a musical theater ‘pop-
belt’ type of production. In these instances, the indication “belt” or “belted” is placed
above the melodic material, with the lower range of the ensuing material consistent
with that vocal technique.
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2. Similarly, Sawyer’s part was conceived with a more ‘pop’ type of production in
mind.  Though he is classed as a ‘baritone,’ his actual tessitura is higher than the
traditional baritone range, reflecting the somewhat extended range afforded the male
voice using a ‘pop-belt’ production.  He is not a tenor.
3. The pianist for Tome is called upon to sing at various moments throughout the work.
In this score, a male voice is assumed for the pianist, with the part notated an octave
above the sounding pitch and indicated as “Voice 2” (“Voice 1” is assumed to be
sung by the actor playing the Billings Lawyer, “Voice 3” by the actor playing
Amituana). However, at the music director’s discretion, the “Voice 1,” Voice 2,” and



















































(Lights up: An office; the desk 
stage left belongs to Laura. Sawyer 




































"I don't know how 

















































* Here, and in all subsequent instances of spoken text, the line is situated above the approximate beat upon which it 
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"Because you got Worker's Comp."







































































































































   
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"It was active, outdoor work
that you loved." 

"I think it's losing that, as much as 

































































































" I mean an activity, 
on your own."  


































































































































































































































































































































































































































"You can't call me so much.







"My wife wants 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(Sighs) "There's a lawyer in Billings.
It's a long shot, but he'll meet with you.



























"If this other lawyer tells
you there's no case,







"She's sick of me.
I'm sick of her.




































































































































































The Billings Lawyer enters, takes a seat at what is now
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Sawyer is in mid-explanation:
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Laura and Sawyer rise, shake hands with the Billings Lawyer. Sawyer makes 
his way to the bench center stage. The Billings Lawyer exits. 
  
Laura leaves the scene to address the 
audience, moving downstage center, away 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Laura moves to the park bench 













































































































































"Do you want a sandwich




"I have no 
tort claim."
  
"I can't believe it."








































































They sit on the bench. She hands 
him a sandwich. It sits in his lap.
"I got my hopes up 
as much as you did."
 











































































































































































































































































































They sit in silence. Laura 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sawyer is silent. Laura starts unwrapping her sandwich.
Sayer begins to weep, and she stops and watches him.
Transition in silence: Laura moves



























" A week later my phone rang in the middle of the night. I was sleeping alone then, 
and the only thing to do was to answer it. A call in the night could mean anything.
This one meant that Sawyer had taken a hostage at the state fund building, and wanted



















































A cop enters, and the desk area stage left becomes
the police staging area. Laura goes to him.
 
He fits her with a bullet proof vest and




















































































"Good lord, how 









"The hostage is the security guard. 
Big Samoan kid, he played football
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The cop gives her a ring of keys. She goes 
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 Murky, threatening (q=102)


























Sawyer and Amituana are revealed upstage in a cubicle.
Sawyer has a hunting rifle. Amituana sits on the floor, his 
























































































"Should I come to you 












































































































































































"Is the guard okay?"
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Suddenly Slower,  majestic(q=78)
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"Does that make him a prince?"
   
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"I have the file. 







































































































































































































































































"He played center 



























































































Poco meno mosso (q=88)
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"Sorry to get 











































































"Not the stuff I said,




































































"Dear Mr. Leonard, per our conversation 
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She looks up to see if
 she can stop.
Sawyer gestures her on. 
  
"I read through the 
neurologist's report, 

















































"I read the figure Sawyer 






Laua returns to the scene


















"What can I 
do now? Tell me,


















































































































































































































































































































































Slower than before (h=42)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































    
"If you get to be king of Samoa, and I 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































He claps Amituana on 
the back, unties his wrists,
 and let's him go. 
 
Amituana makes his way down from
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"I'll slip out the 
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   

"They'll never know I wasn't there
with the gun."
 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































At first she stands as if there's a gun 
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The police officer appproaches 
and wraps her in a blanket and 
leads her away. 

Voices are heard 
as Sawyer is captured on the 
other side of the building.










































Laura, without the blanket 
crosses downstage center.
 
Sawyer appears in a prison cell, 
in a prison uniform, in the space 












































































































"Sawyer wrote me 
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Don't feel too bad
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about what hap
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poco meno mosso (h=42)
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    
The warden brings Sawyer 

































































































 Laura meets him there.
  
She and Sawyer look at each 




































































































































































































They sit at the table, as in the first scene.
     

   

"You know my 
wife's gone."
  
"When I stopped working 
and went crazy, she got a 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































"A guy in prison. 
I can't believe she 














































































































































































































































































































































Piu Mosso (q= 118)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"That's the thing, 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The warden comes to take 






Laura moves downstage 
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